
Guilt around training
This lesson has nothing to do with changing your dog’s mindset, but with changing your
own.
If you ever felt guilt around not training enough, this one is for you.

None of us are only dog owners. We have so many different hats: we are parents, siblings,
employees, friends, we have different hobbies and so many chores and tasks and errands
… AND we also just need some time to be and relax.

So, if life has interfered with your training plans and you have not been able to train as
much as you’d like to: It’s ok. I really hope to relieve any guilt you feel around not training.

In a perfect world, every dog owner has unlimited time and resources to train their dogs,
and every dog gets trained consistently and perfectly. But that is just not reality. In reality,
you have to stay at work for an extra hour or your child got sick or your car broke down or
you had a party that took all week to prepare or maybe - you were just tired and needed
some days without any extra work. And all of that is ok.

So many dog owners spend so much time thinking about not training and feeling guilty for
not training. And that is not only not going to actually train your dog, but what’s worse: It is
actually going to train you to have a negative conditioned emotional response towards
training.

If every time that you think of training your dog (or rather, missing out on training him) you
feel bad about yourself, you beat yourself up and you say to yourself “Why didn’t I do
better! Why didn’t I train more! Why did I let training slide for another week again!” - then
over time your subconsciousness is really going to hate the thought of training.

You cannot change your dog’s conditioned emotional response by being kind and
supportive and at the same time be super punitive and harsh with yourself.

I want you to stop feeling bad about not training. I want you to be nice and understanding
with yourself (like you would be with your dog). I know that the reason you didn’t train is
NOT that you are a bad owner. It is that you have a life that consists of more than just



owning a reactive dog - and that’s good. And very often in life, we do not get everything
done as perfectly as we would like. That’s ok. It’s a sign of being human.

Without you telling me exactly what got in the way of training in the last week I can tell you
that - whatever it is - it’s ok. I understand. I have spoken to literally thousands of dog
owners who have told me why they didn’t get training done. And among those thousands
there was not ONE. SINGLE. PERSON. Who didn’t have legit reasons. Every single one made
me go “Oh yes, you did have a lot on your plate there. I know I would have been
overwhelmed with this. It’s ok. We will just take training at the pace you can do it right
now.”

Nobody is as hard on you as you yourself. Maybe you had some strict teachers or parents
or even other dog trainers in the past that put those words you are saying to yourself when
you’re on a guilt trip into your head. You really need to let that go. Those words are just in
your mind. Nobody is actually saying them. What I am saying to you now, as your dog
trainer, is:

It’s ok. Don’t feel guilty. You are a great dog owner, I know you want the best for your dog,
and we can get it done together. The less time you spend worrying about not training, the
more time you have for important things.

You already know that pathways in the brain get ingrained the more often they are taken -
which is why we prevent our dogs from repeating situations in which they cross their
threshold. But the very same applies to you as well. The more often you go down the rabbit
hole of beating yourself up in your mind for not training, the more prevalent these
thoughts become.

I want you to take note the next time you notice your thoughts slipping away like this. Then
you actively counter it. You could instead envision the last time you did something positive
for or with your dog. If you are home, you can get a cookie and have your dog do a trick for
it.

If you start feeling guilty while you are working on this course, you can also write us a
message. Sometimes just putting these thoughts into written words already diminishes
them.



What I hope you take away from this segment is this: The guilt about not training is only in
your head, and only if you let it fester in there. The more you toot into your own horn that
is saying you are doing a poor job and you slacked off, the worse you are going to feel.

But you right now have the power to stop that. Stop bullying yourself. You can even say
that out loud when you feel yourself get into that thought spiral again. I know you are a
great owner and I will not get tired of saying that until you also believe it all the time. You
can even save this segment on your phone and listen to it when you feel bad about your
lack of training consistency again.

Guilt doesn’t really motivate us. Mostly it just brings us down. I really want you to live life
without training guilt. You already missed the training sessions you didn’t do, beating
yourself up about it isn’t going to magically change that.

So. Let’s stop feeling bad about it. In the eyes of your dog, you already are the greatest
person that ever lived. And that alone is reason to feel very happy, right.


